A speculation technique for the stock market using time series

Using ARIMA (Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average) which is a model, this research study presents a method for anticipating stock market values. To begin, historical stock price data is gathered and pre-processed. Pre-processing involves a subcategory of Data Mining in which raw original data is processed into a specified format so that the model can use it. Pre-processing is done to fill in the missing values and arrange the data based on the qualities required for developing the prediction model because the raw data to be processed is partly partial or inconsistent with certain errors and missing values. After the data has been filtered and classified, it is standardized by transforming it into a common format that can be used to train the prediction model. The obtained data is then divided into two data - training and testing data, with the majority of the data being used to train the model. And using the variables linked with the stock price, the testing data is fed to the ARIMA model to predict the corresponding stock price on a particular date. The results are used to determine the model's accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Attempting to evaluate stock valuation and providing investors with a better grasp of business and stock price information is known as stock market prediction. Because stock market trends depend on a variety of variables and events, a single dataset may not be sufficient to forecast stock market trends, and a single data set may produce inaccurate results. Using a traditional classifier makes it unreliable and fails when circumstances alter in some way. Our fundamental idea was that by using machine learning and training it on historical data from websites, we could forecast the stock price closing rate. We may not always be able to discover patterns because of the complex interactions between inputs and outputs. It has a strong ability to find relationships in input data sets without making any assumptions about how the input and output data are related.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

The impact of social media tweets on stock exchange in Jamaica is seen, according to SA Bogle and WD Potter [1]. Sentiment analysis necessitates the employment of a pre-processing technique due to the unstructured nature of tweets.[1] Different Machine learning predictors such as neural networks, support vector machines SVM, and decision trees all of them were used to construct stock predictions based on news sentiment data. The accuracy of motion prediction was determined and calculated to be 87 percent, while the correlation coefficient for price prediction was 0.99, indicating that there is still space for improvement. [1]. Similarly, by analysing tweet sentiments, [2] discovered a high correlation between a company's stock price and the emotions or public opinions stated about it on Twitter. Using Ngram and Word2vec textual representations in combination with logistic regression is another technique to detect public viewpoints in tweets. The link between market sentiment and public sentiment was proven in a study that used Twitter data to gauge public mood and used previous day's values to forecast changes. The method for forecasting is based on past stock market values and sentiment analysis of financial news. The model achieved accuracy rates ranging from 72 to 86.21 percent by taking into account historical stock prices as well as various types of business and market news.[4]. Combining past stock prices with news headlines helps improve prediction accuracy. [5]. Similarly, [6] discusses strategies for predicting Indonesian stock market movement based on sentiment values in tweets, such as margin percentage prediction, stock price prediction, and price fluctuation prediction. In compared to other commonly used classification algorithms, random forest and nade bayes classification algorithms of prediction fared well. [6]. On the other hand, the prices from the prior five days are extremely useful for forecasting. Bing used a model [7] to analyse hourly stock price trends and public tweets. [7] discovers connected relationships between quantitative stock prices and public mood using data mining and natural language processing technologies. The
sentiment analysis of news articles to influence share price is reported in [8], and the news dataset was obtained using the Bing API. Using a customised sentiment lexicon to analyse stock articles, as discussed in [8], is a clever technique to handle the prediction strategy. Qing Li et al. [9] discovered that firm-specific news stories can boost investors' understanding by using a proposed quantitative media-aware trading technique to see its impact on stock markets. Emotional changes in investors cause individuals to make decisions based on their emotions [8, 9]. The use of supervised machine learning algorithms to develop a daily and monthly forecast model was influenced by article content and business characteristics. For the daily prediction model, sentiment analysis was combined with historical data. For the monthly prediction model, two months' worth of trends were used to check whether there was any similarity between them. The findings revealed that one month's trend is the least related to the next month's trend.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology has 4 modules

➢ Data Extraction
➢ Data Pre-Processing
➢ Building a model
➢ Review Analysis

Data Extraction
To train the model for stock market prediction, we require the previous year's stock prices, which is referred to as historical data. To acquire these statistics, we use the Nifty50 website. It consists of a compilation of stock market data from prior months or years, such as opening and closing prices, volume, and a variety of other metrics. It is stored in a csv file (excel file). To read the csv file, we'll utilise the pandas package.

Data Pre-Processing
The data is then pre-processed which means when we download the excel file there will data which are not required. Those data will be removed manually in the excel file. Then the data is tested for stationarity after it has been extracted. To acquire reliable findings, the given data must be stationary. If the data is not stationary, the ARIMA model's Integration model must be used to make it stationary. The integration model determines the degree of data differencing. The data is shown using the ACF (Auto Correlation Function) and PACF (Parametric Auto Correlation Function) after the degree of difference has been determined (Partial Auto Correlation Function). The ACF and PACF values are used to estimate the values of p, d, and q.

Building a Model
To obtain the findings, we use auto.arima() function. To obtain the forecasted series, the auto.arima() function selects the most appropriate "ARIMA (p, d, q)" parameters. A "trace" is used by the auto.arima() method to elucidate why (p,d,q) parameters chosen for the ARIMA (p, d, q) model are the best. Essentially, the "AIC" is what determines the model's correctness. The "AIC" value with the lowest value indicates the best model for prediction.
Review Analysis
The forecast is completed once the model has been developed. The L-Jung-Box test can also be used to validate the predicted series and determine whether the residuals are random. “Whether our time series residuals follow a haphazard pattern or whether there is a considerable degree of non-randomness,” this test determines. The reasoning behind this is that if the residuals are correlated, we can deduce that the model is unable to handle time series behaviour and that our time series will suffer as a result. The L-Jung Box test should yield a result of at least 0.05 to confirm that the time series residual follow a random pattern.

The training data is utilized to determine the model's accuracy after the training data is supplied as input to the model. This data is used to see how accurately the model can estimate stock market prices; it is part of the pre-processed data, and after the testing data is entered into the model, the model analysis process begins.

The customer can see a graphical representation of the anticipated stock price compared to the actual stock price.

5. CONCLUSION
In the context of Nifty50 data, successfully taught the notion of time series analysis and forecasting. The sharp depreciation of the Indian rupee in recent years has necessitated the use of stock market forecasting to protect investors’ interests. An ARIMA model was created to forecast the volatility of the Indian Nifty 50 stock market. The data for this study came from the NSE’s official website. The result shows a 5% mean variation in the actual mean value of the Nifty 50 data. Future goals include effectively using the same ARIMA Model for SENSEX data and attempting to provide as much accuracy as possible in determining stock market volatility and real-time closing prices in the future.
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